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Panvisus DUO refraction unit with electric 

height adjustable rotating table for two instruments  
 

Panvisus DUO is a refraction unit in which the harmonious 
and elegant style is joined with the best features of stability, 

functionality and simplicity of use. 

The unit frame, made of modelled steel and curved wooden laminate 
panels, and the applied high level mechanical solutions are indicative of 
a superior end exclusive production technique. 

Main Features:  
- Rotating table for two instruments (instruments must be installed on 

table with chin rests in opposite directions), with electric up/down 
movement (from 82 to 97 cm) and provided with two instrument 
power supply sockets, settable at either 6V or 7.5V or 12V or 230V. 

- Electromagnetic locking of both table and table top holding arm in all 

positions. 
- Chair mod. PRIMA with 15 cm. electrical elevation (from 50 to 65 cm), 

provided with fixed back rest, fixed arm rests, either with or without 
tip-up foot rest. 

- Overhead lamp and chart projector support arm. 
- Anti-dust foldaway drawer for ophthalmoscope and skiascope. 

Main Options:  
- Counterbalanced phoropter arm. 
- Version with chair and unit in inverted position (left handed unit). 
- Main unit panels in an exclusive aluminium laminate wood. 
- Either GLORIA (fixed back rest, fixed arm rests, tip-up foot rest) or 

LIBERTY (fixed back rest, tip-up arm rests, tip-up foot rest) or SONNE 

(reclining back rest, tip-up & lockable arm rests, tip-up foot rest, 
with/without head rest) or ALLES (reclining back rest and leg rest, tip-
up & lockable arm rests, fixed foot rest, with/without head rest) chair 
or DOCTOR (electric reclining back rest and leg rest, tip-up & lockable 
arm rests, fixed foot rest, cushion head rest), instead of PRIMA chair. 
 

 
   


